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Abstract

We consider two-tiered wireless sensor networks, and
address the network lifetime problem for upper-tier aggre-
gation and forwarding nodes (AFNs). Existing flow routing
solutions proposed for maximizing network lifetime require
AFNs to transmit flows to different nodes at the same time,
which we call multi-session flow routing solutions. If an
AFN is equipped with a single transmitter/receiver pair, a
multi-session flow routing solution requires a packet-level
power control at the AFN. In this paper, we show that it
is possible to achieve the same optimal network lifetime by
power control on a much larger timescale with the so-called
single-session flow routing solutions. More importantly, we
show how to perform optimal single-session flow routing
when the bit-rate of composite flows generated by AFNs is
time-varying, as long as the average bit-rate can be esti-
mated. These results offer new understanding on energy-
constrained flow routing in wireless sensor networks.

1 Introduction

We consider two-tiered wireless sensor networks that can
be deployed for high bit rate video sensing applications.
This type of sensor networks consists of a number of sensor
clusters and a base-station. Each cluster is deployed around
a strategic location, and consists of a number of wireless
micro-sensor nodes (MSNs) and one aggregation and for-
warding node (AFN). Each MSN can capture and transmit
video data to an AFN that performs in-network information
processing by aggregating all correlated data received in the
same cluster (data fusion). The AFN then sends the com-
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posite video data flow to the base-station through single or
multi-hop transmission.

One of the most important performance measures for
wireless sensor networks is network lifetime. For two-tiered
wireless sensor networks, whenever an AFN runs out of en-
ergy, the video sensing capability for that cluster is com-
pletely lost. Therefore, the definition of network lifetime
would be the time until any AFN fails due to depletion of
energy. Since the lifetime of each individual AFN heav-
ily depends on its energy consumption behavior, and the
majority of power consumption at an AFN is due to its ra-
dio communication, it is essential to devise strategies that
can minimize radio-related power consumption at AFNs. A
straight forward approach to reducing energy consumption
at an AFN is to reduce the bit rate generated at an AFN via
aggregation or compression. But for high resolution video
sensing applications, the minimum bit rate requirement at
each AFN may still be quite high. Although promising
approach to maximizing network lifetime is to control the
output power level of radio transmitters. Since the output
power level of a radio transmitter directly affects its cov-
erage, it is important to utilize the relay capability among
AFNs to forward aggregate flows. This offers an opportu-
nity to dynamically control the output power level of AFNs,
so that different network routing topologies can be formed,
and network lifetime can be extended.

This paper investigates optimal flow routing among
upper-tier AFNs with dynamic power control at AFNs, so
that network lifetime can be maximized. Existing solutions
to this problem, obtained under linear programming (LP)
(see, e.g., [4]), require each AFN to split outgoing data flow
into multiple subflows destined to different nodes at the
same time, which we call multi-session flow routing solu-
tions. With this approach, when an AFN is equipped with a
single transmitter/receiver pair, it is necessary for the AFN
to perform packet-level power control, which is costly to



implement in practice, particularly at high bit rate. A naive
alternative is to have each AFN be equipped with multi-
ple transmitters, each of them corresponding to an outgoing
flow. Since the number of concurrent flows from an AFN
is ������� , where � is the number of total AFNs, this ap-
proach is clearly not scalable. In this paper, we explore
a completely different approach with the so-called single-
session flow routing solutions where no flow splitting is al-
lowed. We are interested in achieving the same optimal net-
work lifetime by having each AFN perform power control
and topology change on a much larger time scale than per-
packet level.

There are several reasons why we are interested in in-
vestigating single-session flow routing. First, single-session
solutions impose minimum requirement on the power con-
trol capability at each AFN (i.e., in a much larger timescale
instead of on the per-packet basis). This not only reduces
the physical cost of each AFN, but also simplifies con-
trol plane operations for the entire network, particularly at
for high bit rate sensing applications. Second and perhaps
more importantly, the single-session flow routing solution
developed in this paper suits perfectly well when direc-
tional antennas are employed by AFNs. Directional anten-
nas have significant advantages over omni-directional an-
tennas in terms of minimizing communication interference
and reducing power consumption. In this paper, we the lay
the theoretical foundation that under an omni-directional
antennas, a single-session flow routing solution can achieve
the same maximum network lifetime as that with a multi-
session flow routing solution. Consequently, this result im-
plies that under directional antennas (where single-session
flow routing solution is mandatory in many cases), many
folds of network lifetime improvement can be achieved.

In this paper, we first show that an optimal multi-session
solution obtained through the LP approach (e.g., [4]) can
be transformed into an equivalent single-session flow rout-
ing solution. By equivalent, we mean that the maximum
network lifetimes under both approaches are identical. Fur-
thermore, the consumed energy at each AFN must be iden-
tical at the end of network lifetime under both approaches.
In the second part of this paper, we move on to investigate
single-session flow routing solutions when the bit-rate from
each AFN is time-varying. We present an equivalence the-
orem that shows that an optimal single-session flow routing
solution for a sensor network of variable bit-rate AFNs can
be obtained from an auxiliary network of constant bit-rate
AFNs. We also show that as long as the estimated aver-
age bit-rate is close to the actual value, the network lifetime
achieved by single-session flow routing solutions is indeed
approaching to the optimum.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present a reference model for two-tiered wire-
less sensor networks, and discuss power consumption be-
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Figure 1. Reference architecture for a two-
tiered wireless sensor network.

havior of upper-tier AFNs. In Section 3, we show how an
optimal multi-session flow routing solution can be trans-
formed into an equivalent single-session flow routing so-
lution. Section 4 studies the optimal single-session flow
routing problem when the bit-rate from each AFN is time-
varying. Section 5 reviews related work, and Section 6 con-
cludes this paper.

2 Network Reference Model

A Two-tiered Architecture. We focus on a two-tiered
architecture for wireless sensor networks, which was mo-
tivated by recent advances in distributed source coding
(DSC) for sensor networks [5, 16]. Figures 1(a) and (b)
show the physical topology and a snapshot of the logical
routing topology of such network, respectively. As shown in
these figures, we have three types of nodes in the network:
micro-sensor nodes (MSNs), aggregation and forwarding
nodes (AFNs), and a base-station (BS). MSNs constitute
the lower-tier of the network, and are deployed in groups
(or clusters) around strategic locations for various sensing
applications. Each MSN is small and low-cost, and can
be densely deployed within a small geographical area. The
objective of an MSN is very simple: once triggered by an
event, the MSN starts to capture live data (e.g., video, au-



dio) which it sends directly to the local AFN in one hop. It
is worth pointing out that multi-hop routing among MSNs
is not necessary due to the small distance between an MSN
and the local AFN. By deploying these inexpensive MSNs
densely in clusters, and within proximity of a strategic lo-
cation, it is possible to obtain a comprehensive view of the
area by exploring the correlation among the data collected
by each MSN.

Within each cluster of MSNs, there is one AFN, which
is different from an MSN in terms of its physical struc-
ture and logical functions. The primary functions of an
AFN include: 1) data aggregation (or fusion) for data re-
ceived from the local MSNs, and 2) forwarding (or relay-
ing) the aggregated composite flows (including flows from
other AFNs) to the next-hop AFN toward the base-station.
For data fusion, the AFN analyzes the content of each data
stream received from MSNs, and then aggregates all the in-
formation through DSC [5, 16].

In addition to receiving data streams from MSNs within
the local cluster and performing information fusion among
the received data, an AFN has an important networking
function for the upper-tier AFNs: it serves as a relay node
for other AFNs to forward their data toward the base-
station. Although an AFN is expected to be provisioned
with much more energy than an MSN, it also consumes en-
ergy at a substantially higher rate (due to wireless commu-
nication over greater distances). Consequently, an AFN has
a limited lifetime. Upon the depletion of energy at an AFN,
the coverage for that particular area is lost.

The last component within the two-tiered architecture is
the base-station, which is the sink node for flows generated
by all AFNs in the network. We assume that the base-station
has sufficient energy provisioning (e.g., direct power sup-
ply), or its energy may be re-provisioned over time. There-
fore, the base-station is not subject to the energy constraint
considered in this paper.

In summary, the main function of the lower-tier MSNs
is data acquisition, while the upper-tier AFNs are used for
data fusion and forwarding the aggregated flows toward the
base-station. Although the AFNs and base-station are im-
mobile, there is a great degree of flexibility in terms of how
the network routing topology can be formed to forward data
flows.

Power Consumption Model. A detailed power consump-
tion model for each component in a wireless sensor node
can be found in [9]. For an AFN, the radio-related power
consumption (i.e., in transmitter and receiver) is the domi-
nant factor [1]. When AFN � transmits data to AFN � with
rate ����� b/s, the power consumption at the transmitter can
be modeled as

�	�����
� ����� � ����� (1)

Here, � ��� is the power consumption cost of link ������� � , and

� ��� 
������ �������� � (2)

where � is a distance-independent term, � is a coefficient
associated with the distance-dependent term, � ��� is the dis-
tance between these two nodes,  is the path loss exponent,
and !�"# $"#% [17]. Typical values of these parameters are
�&
('�) nJ/b and �*
+) � ),).-�/ pJ/b/m 0 when  
 % [9]. In
this paper, we adopt  
 % for all of our numerical results.

The power consumption at the receiver of AFN 1 can be
modeled as [17]:

�	23 
54 ��6��78 3 ���
3 � (3)

where �,� 3 (also in b/s) is the incoming bit-rate of the com-
posite flow received by AFN 1 from AFN � . Typical value
of 4 is '�) nJ/b [9].

3 Optimal Single-Session Flow Routing

In this section, we show that a multi-session flow rout-
ing solution (with flow splitting at AFN) can be trans-
formed into an equivalent single-session flow routing so-
lution (without flow splitting).

3.1 Optimal Multi-Session Flow Routing

Suppose that the data flow’s bit-rate generated by AFN
� is 9 � , and the initial energy at AFN � is : � . Denote ; the
network lifetime, i.e., the time duration from network ini-
tialization until any AFN drains out of energy. We then have
the following incoming/outgoing flow balance equations
and energy constraints for each AFN � ( � 
<- �=!>� �?�@� � � ),

9,� �*A�B 78 � � B � 
CA �,78 � �D��� � ���FE&� (4)

4 A B 78 � � B ��; � A �,78 � � ���,�D���D; �G� �FEH�D��E=;�"I:��J� (5)

where �D��� and �D��E denote the flow rate from AFN � to AFN
� and to base-station K , respectively. The first set of �
equations in (4) states that, at each AFN � , the bit-rate 9 �
(generated at node � ), plus the total bit-rate of incoming
flows from other AFNs, is equal to the total bit-rate of out-
going flows. The second set of � inequalities in (5) states
that the energy required to receive and transmit all these
flows at each AFN � , at the end of network lifetime ; , can-
not exceed its energy constraint. Our objective is to maxi-
mize ; while both (4) and (5) are satisfied.

To formulate an optimization problem for network flow
routing, let L	��� 
 �D���D; and L	��E 
 �D��E=; , where L	��� and
L	��E are the bit-volumes being sent from AFN � to � and K ,
respectively. We obtain the following linear programming
(LP) formulation.



Max ;
s.t. 9,� ; � 6B 78 � L B �

� 6 �,78 � L	���
� L ��E 
 ) � - "G� " ��� (6)

6B 78 � 4 L B � � 6 �,78 � � ����L	��� �G� �FEHL ��E "I: � � - "G� " ��� (7)

where Eqs. (6) are from the balance equations in (4), and
Eqs. (7) are from the energy constraints in (5). Note that ; ,
L B � , L ��� , and L ��E are variables, and that 9 � , 4 , � ��� , � �FE , and
: � are all constants.

We now have a standard LP formulation, i.e., Max � � ,
s.t.

� � "�� and ��� ) . To reduce variable space and
thus computational complexity, we can perform the follow-
ing pre-processing before running a full-scale LP. For each
AFN � , we denote set � � containing all the AFNs � satisfy-
ing � ���
	 � ��E , i.e., AFNs in � � are within the radius from
AFN � to the base-station K . It is obvious that for AFN � ,
only AFNs in � � may be chosen as relay nodes; that is, we
can remove variable � ��� when ��� � � .

Clearly, such an LP approach will yield a multi-session
flow routing solution, which has been studied in prior efforts
(e.g., see [4]). Under a multi-session flow routing solution,
flow splitting is allowed and each AFN may send multiple
flows to different nodes at the same time. When an AFN
is equipped with a single transmitter/receiver pair, the AFN
is required to perform a packet level power control so as to
reach different next-hop nodes. In the next subsection, we
will explore a completely different approach, which yield
single-session flow routing solutions where power control
and topology change are only done on a much larger time
scale instead of on the per-packet basis.

3.2 Transformation to Single-Session Solution

We show that a multi-session flow routing solution can
be transformed into an equivalent single-session flow rout-
ing solution. By equivalent, we mean that both flow routing
solutions have the same network lifetime. Besides preserv-
ing their flow balance, we also require that the per-node en-
ergy consumption at the end of network lifetime are identi-
cal under both solutions.

Theorem 1 Given a multi-session flow routing solution �
with maximum network lifetime ; , there exists an equiva-
lent single-session flow routing solution �� with the same
maximum network lifetime ; .

Theorem 1 can be proved by constructing a single-
session flow routing solution (denoted as �� ) for a given
multi-session flow routing solution � , and showing that �� is
equivalent to � according to our criteria. Before we perform

the transformation, it is important to remove all forward cy-
cles in � . This is necessary to ensure that upon the termi-
nation of our algorithm, the flow routing of each AFN will
be in single-session mode. Here, a flow cycle in � refers to
a directed cycle composed of directed links each carrying a
positive flow. Cycle detection and removal procedures can
use depth-first search and mark algorithms, which are dis-
cussed in the literature (see, e.g., [6]). Therefore, we will
not discuss them further in this paper. It is worth pointing
out that after a cycle detection and removal procedure, the
network lifetime will be identical to that obtained by solv-
ing the LP formulation.

After performing cycle detection and removal proce-
dures, we obtain a cycle-free multi-session flow routing so-
lution � with maximum network lifetime ; . We are now
ready to perform multi-session to single-session transfor-
mation. The transformation algorithm follows an exterior-
to-interior order, i.e., we begin with non-relay AFNs first,
and perform the transformation gradually on relay AFNs
toward the base-station. This procedure will ensure that,
by the time we perform transformation for AFN � , all the
AFNs from which AFN � receives flows have already been
transformed into single-session mode, and that all incoming
flows to AFN � are already determined by earlier transfor-
mations on other AFNs.

The key idea of transformation is as follows. For each
AFN � , its relay nodes under a single-session flow routing
solution will be the same set of relay nodes under the given
multi-session solution. However, for single-session solu-
tion, we partition network lifetime ; into several durations.
For each duration segment, AFN � will solely transmit its
data to one particular relay node. The length of these time
durations during which AFN � will transmit its outgoing
flow exclusively to this respective relay node can be deter-
mined by the total bit-volume sent to this node under the
multi-session flow routing solution.

Under �� , denote ��D��� ��� � and ��D��E ��� � the bit-rates at time
� ( ) "�� " ; ) from AFN � to AFN � and the base-station
K , respectively. Due to the nature of single-session flow
routing, at any time � �� ) � ;�� , there is only one flow in the
set of ��D��� ��� � and ��D��E ��� � that has a non-zero bit-rate.

Algorithm 1 (Multi-Session to Single-Session Transfor-
mation) For a cycle-free multi-session flow routing solution
� with maximum network lifetime ; , the following iterative
algorithm obtains an equivalent single-session flow routing
solution �� .

1. Identify a multi-session AFN � such that

(a) either � is not receiving flows from any other AFN
(i.e., a non-relay AFN), or

(b) all AFNs from which AFN � receives flows are
already in single-session mode.



Table 1. AFN coordinates, local flow rate, and
initial energy of the example sensor network

AFN � �������	�
��� (m) �� (kb/s) ��� (kJ)� � ����� ��� � � � ���� � ��� � ����� � � ���� � ����� ��� � � � � �� � ����� ��� � � � � �� � ����� � � � � � � � �
If there does not exist such a multi-session AFN, we
already have an equivalent single-session flow routing
solution �� ; otherwise, perform the following transfor-
mation for AFN � .

2. For AFN � , denote � � 
"!$# � !&% � �?�?� � !(' )+*,' the set of
relay nodes for AFN � under multi-session solution � .
If � has a direct flow to the base-station K under � , K
is also included in �-� . Let . � ��. denote the number of
nodes in � � . We define . � ��. time duration segments
for the single-session solution, i.e., ;/��0 221 
 � ) � � # � ,;3��0 2�4 
 � � # � � % � , �?�@� , ;3��0 2�5 6(785 
 � � ' ) 7 ' 9 # � � ' ) 7 ' � . ;��80 2�:
( � 
 - � !>� �?�@� �&. �;��. ) are defined as follows:<,= 7?> @ :

AB
9C� � 6B 78 � �� B � ��� �EDF � � 
 ����0 2�: ; � (8)

We will show � ' ) 7 ' 
 ; in the correctness proof for
this algorithm. Then, we have a single-session flow
routing schedule for AFN � as follows:

����80 2�: ��� � 
HG 9C� � A B 78 � �� B � ��� � �  ;3��0 2�: �
) otherwise,

(9)

i.e., during ;+��0 2�: , AFN � will solely transmit to node! � , where � 
 - � !>� �?�@� �I. � ��. .
3. Go to Step - .
To show that Algorithm 1 is correct, it is sufficient to

show that the following two criteria are satisfied: 1) For
each AFN, the rate of incoming (including self-generated)
flows is equal to the rate of outgoing flow (i.e., flow balance)
at any time, and 2) at time ; , the energy consumption at
each AFN under �� is the same as that under � . A complete
proof is available in [10] and is omitted here to conserve
paper length.

3.3 A Numerical Example

We use a ' -AFN network to illustrate how to trans-
form a multi-session flow routing solution into an equiva-
lent single-session flow routing solution by Algorithm 1.

Table 2. Inter-node flow rates in a multi-
session solution for Example 1� J ��K (kb/s) J ��L (kb/s)MON � MPN � MPN � MPN � MQN �� � � ��RS� ����� �&R �
�8� � � R � � ��� �� � � � � � � R �������� � � � � � R � � � � �&R ��� � �� � � � � � � R � � �
�� � � � � � � R ���8�
�
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Figure 2. A multi-session flow routing solu-
tion for the sample sensor network.

Example 1 Referring to Fig. 2, suppose that we have '
AFNs. The coordinates � � � �UT,� � , local flow rate 9�� , and
initial energy :D� for each AFN � are listed in Table 1. The
base-station ( K ) is located at � '�) � -@)�) � m.

With the LP approach (see Section 3.1), we obtain a
multi-session flow routing solution (see Fig. 2) with �,��� and
���FE listed in Table 2. For the given initial energy at each
AFN, the maximum network lifetime obtained by this multi-
session solution is ; 
/,) ! � VWV days.

We now use Algorithm 1 to transform the above multi-
session flow routing solution into a single-session flow rout-
ing solution. According to Algorithm 1, since nodes ! , % ,
and ' are already in single-session mode, there is no need
to perform transformation on them (except that the flow
rates of % and ' need to be recomputed). We then trans-
form AFN - to a single-session routing schedule. That
is, since X = 1ZY 9 # � � 
 � #?[ ; and only ; #�[ is unknown, we
obtain ; #�[ 
 � ) � /(\ � \�] � (in days). Similarly, we have
; # 0 
 � /(\ � \�] � !�! ) � /�/ � and ; #�^ 
 � /(\ � \�] � !�! ) � /�/ � . That
is, during

� ) � /(\ � \_] � days, AFN - sends its outgoing flow
to AFN / ; during

� /,\ � \_] � !�! ) � /,/ � days, AFN - sends its
outgoing flow to AFN % ; during

� !,! ) � /,/ � !,! ) � /,/ � days, AFN
- sends its flow to AFN ' . Following Algorithm 1, we pro-
ceed to transform AFN / as follows: during � ) � -�'�' � '�` �
days, AFN / sends all its flow to base-station K ; during� -�'�' � '�` � /,) ! � VCV � days, AFN / sends all its flow to AFN % .
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(c) �������� ������������� ����� days (d) � ������ ���������� ����
Figure 3. An equivalent single-session flow
routing schedule during � ) � /�) ! � VCV � days for
Example 1.

Figure 3 shows the entire single-session flow routing sched-
ule during network lifetime of /�) ! � VWV days. It is easy to ver-
ify that the flow balance equation at each AFN is satisfied
throughout � ) � /�) ! � VWV � days, and that at the end of /,) ! � VWV
days, the energy consumption at each AFN is the same as
that under the multi-session flow routing solution.

3.4 Discussions

It is important to note that the single-session flow rout-
ing solution developed in this paper is fundamentally dif-
ferent from a TDM-based scheme. First and foremost, un-
der a TDM-based scheme, there is a regular time-frame
that each sender shall follow to send information in a spe-
cific time-slot within the frame periodically. Under single-
session flow routing, an AFN can send flows to one node
only within a specific time duration, and will no longer send
to this node again at any other time. Second, the time scale
of a TDM-based scheme is typically small with determin-
istic patterns. Under single-session flow routing, the time
scale to change next hop node is much larger (see exam-
ple in the last subsection). Finally, our single-session flow
routing solution meets the stringent requirement of satisfy-
ing flow balance and more important, the energy constraint
at AFNs, which may not be the focus under a TDM-based
scheme.

4 Extension to Variable Bit-Rate

In this section, we relax the constant bit-rate constraint
for 9�� at each AFN � . We show that as long as the aver-
age bit-rate (denoted as �9�� ) for 9�� ��� � can be estimated, the
optimal single-session flow routing solution is also obtain-
able. As an example, if the bit rate from an AFN follows an
on/off process with known average bit-rate, we show how
to obtain an optimal single-session flow routing solution to
maximize network lifetime. In addition, we show that as
long as the estimated bit-rate �9 � does not deviate too much
from the actual value, the network lifetime obtained through
single-session flow routing is near-optimal.

4.1 Perfect Knowledge of Average Bit-Rate

We begin with the ideal case that we have perfect knowl-
edge of the average bit-rate of the flow generated by AFN � ,
denoted as �9�� . In this subsection, we show that an optimal
single-session flow routing solution for a sensor network of
variable bit-rate AFNs can be obtained by studying the op-
timal single-session flow routing solution for an auxiliary
network of constant bit-rate AFNs.

Denote � as the problem of variable bit-rate AFNs. The
initial energy at AFN � is : � , and each AFN generates a flow
at rate 9 � ��� � . Denote �� as the problem of constant bit-rate
AFNs with the same network configuration and initial en-
ergy at each AFN. Under �� , each AFN is assumed to gen-
erate a constant bit-rate composite flow with rate �9 � , which
is the estimated average of 9�� ��� � , i.e.

�9,� 
�� � 9,� ��� � � � (10)

The following theorem shows that for a flow solution for ��
with maximum network lifetime ; , there exists an equiva-
lent solution for � with the same network lifetime ; .

Theorem 2 For a constant bit-rate problem �� with maxi-
mum network lifetime ; and the corresponding optimal flow
routing solution � , there exists an equivalent single-session
flow routing solution  for the equivalent variable bit-rate
problem � with the same network lifetime ; .

Theorem 2 can be proved by constructing a single-
session flow routing solution for � with the same network
lifetime as that obtained for �� . In the following algorithm,
we show how to construct such a single-session flow routing
solution. Not surprisingly, this algorithm follows closely to
Algorithm 1, with the difference being that 9 � is now re-
placed by 9�� ��� � . Again, we need to first perform the cycle
detection and removal procedure to ensure that the multi-
session flow routing solution � for �� is cycle-free before
the transformation.



Algorithm 2 Given a flow routing solution � for constant
bit-rate problem �� with maximum network lifetime ; , the
following iterative operations provide an equivalent single-
session flow routing solution  for variable bit-rate problem
� with the same network lifetime ; .

Denote ������ and ��D��E the flow rates from AFN � to AFN �
and to base-station K under � , ����� ��� � and �D��E ��� � the flow
rates from AFN � to AFN � and to base-station K at time �
under  , respectively.

1. Under � , identify a multi-session AFN � such that

(a) either � is not receiving flows from any other AFN
(i.e., a non-relay AFN), or

(b) the incoming flows for AFN � in � are already
defined.

If no such AFN exists, we already have an equivalent
single-session flow routing solution  for � ; other-
wise, define the following outgoing flows for � in � .

2. For AFN � , denote � � 
 ! # � ! % � �?�?� � !C' )+* ' be the set of
relay nodes of � in �� (the base-station is also included
if � sends flow to K under � ). Here, . � � . denotes the
number of AFNs in � � . Define . � � . durations, ; ��0 2 1 
� ) � � # � , ; ��0 2 4 
 � � # � � % � , �?�?� , ; �80 2�5 6 7 5 
 � � ' ) 7 ' 9 # � � ' ) 7 ' � .
Again, it can be shown that � ' ) 7 ' 
 ; . ; ��0 2 : ( � 

- � !.� �?�@� �&. �;�W. ) are defined as follows:< = 7 > @ :

AB
9C� ��� � � 6B 78 � � B � ��� � DF � � 
 ��W��0 2�: ; � (11)

During ; ��0 2�: , AFN � will only transmit to AFN ! � .
Then, the single-session flow routing schedule at AFN
� for � is

�W��0 2�: ��� � 
 G 9 � ��� � � A B 78 � � B � ��� � �  ; ��0 2 : �
) otherwise.

(12)

3. Go to Step - .
The correctness proof for Algorithm 2 follows the same

token as the correctness proof for Algorithm 1, and is thus
omitted it here to conserve paper length. There is one de-
tail that we should pay special attention. In the correctness
proof for Algorithm 2, we assume that

�9 � 
 -
;
< =
�
9 � ��� � � � �

which means that the estimated bit-rate �9 � is the actual av-
erage bit-rate over time interval ; . In practice, �9,� may de-
viate slightly from #= X =� 9C� ��� � � � , which we will discuss in
the next subsection.

Theorem 2 and Algorithm 2 show that for problem � , we
can obtain a single session flow routing solution  with the
same network lifetime ; , where ; is the maximum network
lifetime that is achievable for problem �� with multi-session
flow routing solution � . The next theorem shows that this
network lifetime ; is also the maximum achievable network
lifetime for � . Consequently, the single-session flow rout-
ing solution  obtained by Algorithm 2 is also optimal.

Theorem 3 (  is Optimal) The single-session flow routing
solution  obtained by Algorithm 2 is optimal in terms of
maximizing network lifetime for problem � .

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the maximum network
lifetime for problem � is the same as the maximum network
lifetime for problem �� . First, since Theorem 2 shows that
there is a solution for problem � with lifetime ; , where ;
is the maximum network lifetime for problem �� , then the
maximum network lifetime for problem � should be greater
than or equal to ; . We now show that the maximum net-
work lifetime for problem �� is also greater than or equal to
the maximum network lifetime for problem � . With these
two results, we conclude that the maximum network life-
time for problem � is the same as the maximum network
lifetime for problem �� .

To show that the maximum network lifetime for problem
�� is indeed greater than or equal to the maximum network

lifetime for problem � , it is sufficient to prove that, for a
network flow routing solution  under � with the maximum
network lifetime � , we can find an equivalent flow routing
solution � under �� with the same network lifetime � .

Since  is a network flow routing solution for � , for each
AFN � , we have the following flow balance,

� �FE ��� � � 6 �,78 � � ��� ��� � 
 9 � ��� � � 6B 78 � � B � ��� � � (13)

We also have the following energy constraint inequality,<��
�

AB
6B 78 � 4 � B � ��� � � 6 �,78 � � �����D��� ��� � �G� ��E �D��E ��� � DF � � "I: � � (14)

We now construct a flow routing solution � for �� that
has the same network lifetime � . For � , we define

�� ��� 
 X �� �D��� ��� � � �
�

� (15)

�� �FE 
 X �� �D��E ��� � � �
�

� (16)

We show that through such a construction, both the flow
balance equation and energy constraint are satisfied for �� .
Consequently, � is a feasible flow routing solution for �� .



For flow balance, we have

�9,� � 6B 78 �
�� B � 
 -

�

AB < �
�
9,� ��� � � � � 6B 78 �

< �
�
� B � ��� � � � DF


 -
�

AB < �
�
�D��E ��� � � � � 6 �,78 �

< �
�
�D��� ��� � � �EDF 
 ��D��E � 6 �,78 �

��D��� �

The first equality holds by our assumption that 9 � 
#
� X �� 9C� ��� � � � and by (15). The second equality holds due
to the flow balance equation (13). The third equality holds
due to (15) and (16).

Similarly, for the energy constraint, we have

6 �,78 � 4
���� � � � 6 �,78 � � ���

������ � � � ��E ��D��E �



< �
�

AB
6 �,78 � 4 � � � ��� � � 6 �,78 � � ��� � ��� ��� � � � ��E � �FE ��� ��DF � �

" : � �
The first equality holds due to (15) and (16) and the inequal-
ity holds due to (14). Thus, at time � , the energy consump-
tion at each AFN � under � for problem �� is the same as that
under  for problem � , i.e., the network lifetime under � is
also � for �� . Therefore, for the maximum network lifetime
� under � , we can find a flow routing solution under �� that
has the same network lifetime. This completes the proof.

�

The significance of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 is that
they enable us to obtain an optimal single-session flow rout-
ing solution for a sensor network of variable bit-rate AFNs
(e.g., following an on/off process), as long as the estimated
average bit-rate of each AFN is the same as its actual value.
In a nutshell, this approach takes the following two steps.

� First, we find an optimal multi-session flow routing
solution � for problem �� (from the LP problem de-
scribed in Section 3.1).

� Second, we apply Algorithm 2 to get an optimal single-
session flow routing solution for problem � .

4.2 Imperfect Estimate of Average Bit-Rate

Our investigation in the last subsection assumes that the
estimated average bit-rate �9 � matches perfectly with the ac-
tual value, i.e., �9�� 
 #= X =� 9,� ��� � � � . In practice, the esti-
mated average bit-rate for 9�� ��� � could deviate from the ac-
tual value for �9,� ��� � over network lifetime ; . We now show
that as long as this discrepancy is not substantial, the proce-
dure developed in the last subsection can still yield a near-
optimal single-session flow routing solution. Furthermore,
the deviation between the actual network lifetime and the

Table 3. Traffic “on" periods and bit rate dur-
ing “on” periods for each AFN ( � is non-
negative integer).

AFN “on” period (in days) Rate (kb/s)
1 � M � M�� �&R �����	� M
� �&R �&� M
� � � ���
2 � M � M�� �&R � ���	� M
� �&R �&� M
� � � ���
3 � M
� �&R �$� M�� �&R ��� ���
4 � M
� �&R �&� M�� �&R ��� �
5 � M � M�� �&R � � � R �

expected maximum network lifetime is negligible, as long
as the estimated average bit-rate �9�� is not far away from the
actual value #= X =� 9 � ��� � � � , where ; is the actual network
lifetime. We use the following example to illustrate this
result, which has the dual purpose of illustrating the pro-
cedures to obtain a single-session flow routing solution in
Section 4.1.

Example 2 We use the sample network configuration in
Fig. 2, where there are ' AFNs and a base-station (B). Each
AFN’s coordinates and initial energy are the same as those
in listed Table 1. The base-station is also located at the same
location (i.e., � ',) � -�),) � m). The local flow bit-rate 9 � listed
in Table 1 now represents the estimated average bit-rate �9 �
for AFN � , i.e., �9 # 
 ] kb/s for AFN - , �9 % 
 \ kb/s for
AFN ! , �9 [ 
 % kb/s for AFN / , �9 0 
<- kb/s for AFN % , and
�9 ^ 
/ kb/s for AFN ' . Assume that 9 � ��� � (in kb/s) follows
a periodic on/off process (see Table 3).

Clearly depending on the actual network lifetime ; , the
average rate for each AFN � over time ; (i.e., #= X =� 9 � ��� � � � )
could be slightly different from its estimated average �9 � . We
will show such slight discrepancy results in negligible dif-
ference between the actual network lifetime ; and the esti-
mated maximum network lifetime (denoted as �; ).

Denote the flow routing problem for the network of vari-
able bit-rate AFNs as � and the flow routing problem for
the network of constant bit-rate AFNs as �� . Under �� , we
assume that each AFN � generates a constant bit-rate flow
�9 � , which is the estimated average bit-rate for AFN � . We
can build an LP problem (see Section 3.1) to get an opti-
mal multi-session flow routing solution for �� (see Fig. 2)
with exactly the same ��D��� and ��D�FE listed in Table 2. Again,
the maximum network lifetime for �� of the sample sensor
network is �; 
�/�) ! � VWV days.

Now we move on to obtain a single-session flow rout-
ing solution for � . According to Algorithm 2, since AFNs
! , % , and ' are already in single-session mode, there is
no need to perform transformation on these AFNs. For
AFN - , since it sends flows to AFNs / , % , and ' under �� ,
we calculate ; #�[ , ; # 0 , and ; #�^ using (11). That is, sinceX = 1�Y 9 # ��� � � � 
 � #?[ ; and only ; #?[ is unknown, we obtain
; #�[ 
 � ) � /,\ � V \ � (in days). Therefore, during � ) � /,\ � V \ �



Table 4. Single-session flow routing schedule
for Example 2.

AFN Time Duration Next-Hop
(in days) Node Flow Bit-Rate

1 � � � � � R �
��� � ���� � �
� � � R �
� � ��� �&R � � � �  � � � �
� ��� �&R � � � ��� � R � ��� �  � � � �

2 � � � ��� � R � ��� � ��
� � �
3 � � � � � R �
��� �  � � � � � �� � � �

� � � R �
� � �����&R ���
� � �� � � �
� �����&R ���&� ��� � R � ��� � �� � � �

4 � � � � � R �
��� � �� � � �
� � � R �
� �	��� �&R � � � �  � � � � � �� � � �
� ��� �&R � � � ��� � R � ��� � �� � � �

5 � � � �����&R ���
� � �	
� � �
� �����&R ���&� ��� �&R � � � �  � � � � �  	 � � �
� ��� �&R � � � ��� � R � ��� �  � � � � � �� � � � � �	
� � �

days, AFN - sends its flows to AFN / . Similarly, we obtain
that ; # 0 
 � /(\ � V \ � !,! ) � ! ) � and ; #�^ 
 � !,! ) � ! ) � /�) ! � ],/ � (in
days) with X = 1�
 9 # ��� � � � 
 � # 0 ; and X = 1� 9 # ��� � � � 
 � #?^ ; ,
respectively. That is, AFN - sends its flows to AFN % dur-
ing � /(\ � V \ � !,! ) � ! ) � days and sends its flows to AFN ' dur-
ing � !,! ) � ! ) � /,) ! � ]�/ � days. Note that the actual lifetime for
AFN - ( /,) ! � ],/ days) is slightly different from the expected
network lifetime ( /�) ! � VWV days), due to the imperfect aver-
age bit-rate estimation for 9�� ��� � with �9,� .

For AFN / , since it sends flows to AFN ' and base-
station K under �� , we calculate ; [2^ and ; [ E under � .
Since X = Y�� � 9 [ ��� � � � #?[ ��� � � � � 
 � [ E=; , we obtain ; [ E 
� ) � -�'�' � ` V � (in days). Similarly, since X = Y�� � 9 [ ��� � �� #�[ ��� � � � � 
 � [2^ ; , we obtain ; [�^ 
 � -�',' � ` V � /�) ! � V % � (in
days). Therefore, AFN / sends all its flows to base-station
K during time � ) � -�'�' � ` V � and sends all its flows to AFN
' during time � - ',' � ` V � /,) ! � V % � . Again, we note that the
actual lifetime for AFN / ( /�) ! � V % days) is slightly different
from the expected network lifetime ( /,) ! � VWV days), due to
the same average bit-rate estimation error.

We can easily compute the node lifetimes of AFNs ! ,
% , and ' , and find that AFN % has the smallest life /,) ! � / V .
Since AFN % has the smallest lifetime among all the AFNs,
it is also the network lifetime. Note that this is very close
to the maximum network lifetime under �� ( /,) ! � VWV days).
We now have a single-session flow routing solution for � ,
which is summarized in Table 4. It is easy to verify that
the incoming/outgoing flow balance holds for each AFN at
any time during � ) � /�) ! � / V � , with the bit-rate of composite
flows generated by each AFN, 9�� ��� � , defined in Table 3.

We can also verify that there is indeed a tiny deviation
here between the estimated average bit-rate �9 � and the ac-
tual average bit-rate for each AFN � during � ) � /�) ! � / V �
days. For example, the actual average bit rate of AFN -
over � ) � /�) ! � / V � is #[ � %�� [�� X [ � %�� [��� 9 # ��� � � � 
 ] � )�)(\,' , which

is very close the the estimated average bit-rate for 9 # ��� � , ] .
Similarly, the actual average bit-rates for AFNs ! , / , % , and
' over time interval � ) � /,) ! � / V � days are \ � )�).-,- , % � ]C],/,\ ,
- � )�).-_\ , and / � )�)W` ! (all in kb/s), which are very close to the
estimated averages bit-rates \ , ' , - , and / , respectively.

�

5 Related Work

There has been active research on addressing energy con-
servation issues in wireless sensor networks. In this section,
we briefly summarize related research efforts on power con-
trol, power-aware routing, and network lifetime maximiza-
tion.

Power control capability has been studied at different
layers in recent years. At the network layer, most work
on the power control problem can be classified into two
categories. The first category is comprised of strategies to
find an optimal transmitter power to control the connectiv-
ity properties of the network (see, e.g., [11, 14, 15, 18, 21]).
A common theme in these strategies is to formulate power
control as a network layer problem, and then to adjust each
node’s transmission power, so that a different network con-
nectivity topology can be formed for different objectives.
The second category is usually referred to as power-aware
routing. Most schemes use a shortest path algorithm with
a power-based metric, rather than a hop-count based met-
ric (see, e.g., [7, 8, 13, 20]). However, energy-aware (e.g.,
minimum energy path) routing may not ensure good perfor-
mance in maximum network lifetime [19].

The notion of network lifetime for wireless sensor net-
works has been discussed in [3]. The most relevant work
on network lifetime related to our research have been de-
scribed in [4]. Here, we describe some additional relevant
work on maximizing network lifetime. In [2], Bhardwaj
and Chandrakasan attempted to develop a bound for max-
imum network lifetime through the notion of role assign-
ment, which corresponds to the single-session solution dis-
cussed in this paper. But since the transformation from
multi-session solution to single-session solution was not
explored, their approach resulted in prohibitively complex
problem formulation, and polynomial solutions only exist
for very simple scenarios. In [12], Kalpakis et al. proposed
a so-called GETTREE algorithm, which can be extended to
give a single-session solution. The algorithm was obtained
by applying results from graph theory, without exploring
some unique properties of these networks (e.g., bit-volume
conservation between equivalent solutions). Consequently,
such an approach resulted in rather complex solutions.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we explored the flow routing problem for
two-tiered wireless sensor networks with the objective of



maximizing network lifetime of upper-tier aggregation and
forwarding nodes (AFNs). Existing flow routing solutions
for maximizing network lifetime require AFNs to transmit
flows to different nodes at the same time, which would re-
quire a packet-level power control to conserve energy. In
this paper, we show that the packet-level power control is
not necessary. Instead, it is possible to achieve the same
maximum network lifetime by employing power control in
a much larger timescale with the so-called single-session
flow routing solutions. In addition, we show how to perform
optimal single-session flow routing when the bit-rate gener-
ated by AFNs is time-varying, as long as the average bit-rate
can be estimated. These results offer important understand-
ing on lifetime-centric flow routing for energy-constrained
wireless sensor networks.
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